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February 2022

To our New York City Business Community,

It is a pleasure to present NYC Service’s Maximizing Impact Through Collaborative Business and Community Partnership. Through this guide, NYC Service aims to share best practices to help your business increase the impact of your employee volunteer programming and create meaningful and authentic relationships with community organizations and nonprofits in New York City to support the growth of our city. Whether you’re looking to develop an overarching strategy for engaging your company’s employees in volunteer service or just looking to plan a successful day of service, this guide presents best practices and resources to ensure your business’ volunteer efforts will make a lasting impact.

Over the past year, our city has faced some of its most difficult challenges to date exposing the depth of injustice that has existed for years in both our city and our nation. A global pandemic and a national reckoning around race and inclusion have brought to the spotlight the ways systemic racism and socioeconomic injustices are inherent in our everyday systems. While service is traditionally set up and seen as a way to contribute, we must pay closer attention to how service can reproduce inequities under the guise of “helping.” We must strive to do better by creating authentic partnerships that work in collaboration with communities instead of on their behalf. We must be intentional in recognizing the assets that already exist in all New York City communities and continue building on these.

If service and civic engagement can teach us one thing, it is that each of us has the power to make real changes that contribute to dismantling these systems of injustice in our everyday lives—and businesses can be at the forefront to strengthen and expand this moment into a movement. As the COVID-19 pandemic disproportionately impacted communities of color, New York’s business community stepped up to the call of action to provide critical services and resources based on community needs rather than their own. New York City businesses shifted operations to provide logistics support and supplies to the City of New York, donating the resources they had from food to PPE to office space. These businesses moved empathy into action, and their partnership through volunteer support addressed the City’s critical needs during a time of crisis.

We hope this guide will serve to help the business community continue to foster authentic connections with local partners—understanding that while these forms of engagement can be more complex and require a new vision for service, they are a key piece of ensuring that the wealth of resources New York City businesses can offer will make the greatest impact on the communities where the need is most critical, working to effect systemic change and transform the way we see public/private partnerships as a resource for community support.

We at NYC Service appreciate all your business has already done for our city—and look forward to continuing to support your organization in expanding opportunities for civic engagement and service in every corner of the City. Together, we are building a more vibrant democracy and a more equitable and just city.

Sincerely,

Laura Rog
NYC Chief Service Officer
Introduction

NYC Service developed this guide specifically to equip our business partners with the resources to maximize their corporate social responsibility programming’s ability to address New York City’s greatest needs, with a focus on helping to improve the impact of employee volunteer programming. As a mayoral division working with our City’s private sector on volunteer engagement, we know that New York City’s business community is well-equipped with the knowledge, skills, human capital, material resources, and desire to step forward and help make our City stronger. The ability and desire among businesses to be engaged corporate entities is evident, but many businesses still lack the understanding of how to best utilize these assets.

The paths to meaningful and impactful community engagement are as broad and diverse as the New York City business community itself. Just as individuals must decide how service and civic engagement fit into their lives, businesses must decide how their employee volunteer programs and corporate social responsibility platforms fit into their overall business strategy. Maximizing Impact Through Collaborative Business and Community Partnership shares NYC Service’s approach to helping businesses reflect on their interests to serve and utilize these interests to integrate service and civic engagement as a fundamental piece of their culture and business strategy in a meaningful way.

Through this guide, you will find key principles to establish and drive forward authentic and effective employee volunteer engagement, examples of how others have successfully navigated these questions and tools to help your business develop your right-sized strategy. If you are just getting started in the world of corporate social responsibility, reading the guide cover to cover will provide you with a step-by-step overview of key pieces to consider as you develop your business’ volunteer engagement platform. For businesses with existing programs, this guide can serve as a reference to build on specific areas of your programming to improve community impact. In either case, we hope this guide will allow your business to explore new possibilities for your employees’ service engagement and expand on the role your business can play in making our City stronger.

For more information on this guide or support, please reach out to NYC Service nyccvc@cityhall.nyc.gov
Section One: Align With Company Priorities

**Tool:**
- Asset mapping

**Key Takeaways:**
- Understand your motivations
- Source internal perspectives
- Know what you bring to the table

Programs built strategically and grounded in a shared sense of purpose are likely to be the most successful. Understanding your company’s motivations for community engagement, as well as the assets you bring to the table, will help you identify the partnerships and activities that will be the best fit.

**Understand Your Motivations**

The number one goal of most corporate volunteer initiatives is to “do good.” Authentic and thoughtful business engagement in the community has the potential to make a real impact.

- Beyond community impact, business volunteer programs can have other advantages that are important to acknowledge and consider. Understanding the ways in which your company benefits from volunteerism can help identify partnerships that bring value to all sides. Win-win partnerships are more likely to endure if they are strategic and meet both company and community needs.

Some additional reasons companies engage in volunteerism include:

- To build or enhance company brand and consumer opinion
- To attract job seekers
- To retain staff and increase employee engagement with opportunities to network internally while building a sense of team and giving back
- To develop their employees’ leadership and professional skills
- To create networks and relationships in the community
- To deepen and broaden the impact of philanthropic dollars

Beyond strengthening your community, your top motivations for promoting employee volunteerism will guide you in building the best volunteer program and partnerships for your company and your employees.
Source Internal Perspectives

Once you understand your company’s motivations, it’s time to align internally on other internal drivers and parameters that will influence your choices of where to focus your volunteer initiatives and partnerships.

Your company’s vision, mission, and values:
- What are your company’s vision, mission, and values?
- How do you see your company’s vision, mission, and values connecting with your employee volunteer program? If you don’t know, survey leadership and employees to understand which of these elements of your company they would like to see brought to life in your community.

Company culture:
- How will your company culture inform your partnership choices and your messaging around volunteerism?
- Will leadership heavily influence decisions or will employees expect to have a voice and help shape initiatives?
- Do your employees prefer to work independently or in teams? What will resonate and gain support internally?

Your employees:
- What do you already know about your employees’ interests, schedules, preferences, and limitations that can inform your choice of volunteer activities and/or partners? If you don’t know, survey your employees to learn more.
Internal stakeholders:
- What insights could internal stakeholders like your Government Affairs, Diversity Equity and Inclusion, and Corporate Responsibility teams provide? Tap into them to confirm priority issues and geographies for the company or existing partnerships that you may be able to leverage.

Parameters/practical considerations:
- What funding is available?
- How much capacity does your team have to manage this?
- Are there specific timelines or target dates you’re aiming for?
- What are the capacity and interests of employee volunteers?

Know What You Bring To The Table

Every company has unique assets and resources to share with the community. Understanding what sets your company apart and what you are uniquely positioned to bring to a partnership or initiative will help maximize your company’s community impact.

Before you meet with a potential partner, know all you have to offer so you can have a productive first conversation.
# Tool: Asset Mapping (Sample)

**Company Name:** *Company X - IT Firm*

Being able to articulate your company’s approach, the unique assets you bring to the table, and what you’re looking for in a potential partner is important when embarking on finding a community partner. Use this tool to reflect and then start crafting your ask(s) of a potential partner.

| Our primary goals for volunteerism are: | • Create engaging and meaningful service opportunities for our employees  
• Leverage the professional skills of our employees to support local organizations and promote progress around critical needs in our communities |
|---|---|
| What are our core competencies?  
What unique goods or services that could help meet community needs are we uniquely positioned to offer? | • Technical support in installing and leveraging devices and systems to improve access to data, streamline communication, and assist with automation of an organization’s processes  
• Global research and analysis on IT trends and strategies to maximize and sustain productivity and value for an organization |
| What skill-sets do our employees have that could support a volunteer activity or partnership? | • Expertise in tech-based strategies and solutions to optimize an organization’s efficiency  
• Knowledge of and experience with project management and executive leadership to help train heads of an organization |
| Do we have access to other resources that could benefit a partner organization?  
E.g. audiences, networks, physical space, technology, etc? | • Product donations (e.g. hardware/software) |
### Tool: Asset Mapping (Template)

**Company Name: __________________**

Being able to articulate your company’s approach, the unique assets you bring to the table, and what you’re looking for in a potential partner is important when embarking on finding a community partner. Use this tool to reflect and then start crafting your ask(s) of a potential partner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our primary goals for volunteerism are:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What are our core competencies?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What unique goods or services that could help meet community needs are we uniquely positioned to offer?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What skill-sets do our employees have that could support a volunteer activity or partnership?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do we have access to other resources that could benefit a partner organization? E.g. audiences, networks, physical space, technology, etc?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Section Two: Understand The Issues Facing Your Community

Key Takeaway:
  • Get informed

While there are many reasons for corporations to engage with their communities through volunteerism, the primary driver is typically the desire to be a responsible corporate citizen that supports the communities where the business operates.

Before you can determine how best to support your community, you must understand your community’s key needs. What issues are impacting your community? What neighborhoods in your community are hardest hit and need support? What resources are already in place to address those issues?

Get Informed

Define Your Community: We’ve made a few references in this toolkit to your company’s “community,” but what does community mean, really? It’s generally defined to be a group of people linked by things like geography or common interests and goals. Take the time to determine which communities your company wishes to serve. You can ask yourself some of the following questions to help narrow your target community: if your company isn’t remote, what communities reside in the neighborhood your office is located in? What communities do your employees belong to? What communities are underrepresented in the work that you do? Once you’ve defined the community you hope to serve, you will be better situated to determine its needs and where your business can plug in.

Understand Issues: Read up on relevant news, reach out to local leaders in that space, or consider creating a focus group of organizational stakeholders to learn more about the key issues and needs your community faces. Consider global, national, and local issues that may drive community needs and consult with experts to learn more about the context, current situation, and how you might contribute.

Understand Impact: The communities and neighborhoods with the most urgent needs are often hardest hit in difficult times. Grassroots organizations that aim to meet those needs are rarely located near corporate centers and can sometimes be overlooked. To maximize the impact of your work, seek out the areas of greatest need and talk to those most impacted.
Resources to Help Get Informed

Some resources that can help connect you to the areas of greatest need in your community:

- **NYC Service**: Visit [nyc.gov/service](http://nyc.gov/service) to navigate the city’s most critical needs, identify neighborhoods that need the most support and connect with possible partner organizations located and working in the [33 New York City neighborhoods](http://nyc.gov/service) hardest hit by COVID-19 and impacted by long-standing health and economic inequities.

- **Employees**: Survey Employee Resource Groups and other employee networks to learn which issues, organizations, and communities they support and can help you learn more.

- **Subject Matter Experts**: Reach out to trusted coalitions and umbrella organizations with expertise and networks in your specific areas of interest that can help make connections to front-line organizations. A few examples to get you thinking from current and past NYC Service partners:

  1. Economic Opportunity:
     - [CAMBA, Inc.](http://www.camba.org)
  2. Education & Youth Development:
     - [Youth, Inc.](http://www.youthinc.org)
  3. Emergency Response:
     - [American Red Cross - Greater New York Region](http://www.redcross.org)
  4. Environmental Stewardship:
     - [GrowNYC](http://www.grownyc.org)
  5. Public Health:
     - [Public Health Solutions](http://www.publichealthsolutions.org)
  6. Immigrant Services:
     - [New York Immigration Coalition](http://www.nyimmigrationcoalition.org)

- **Community Leaders**: Tap into local community leaders in high-need neighborhoods that are close to the issues and know where and what kinds of support may be needed.
Section Three: Explore Potential Partners

Tools:

• Potential partner checklist
• Draft pitch/intro to a potential partner

Key Takeaways:

• Understand your priorities
• Look beyond the usual suspects
• Go outside your comfort zone
• Dive deeper with existing partners

Once you have a clear understanding of the key needs you want to address and the assets you can share, you can identify potential partner organizations that not only offer meaningful opportunities to address real needs but can also reinforce your company’s brand and culture.

If you take the time to explore and find the right partners for your company, you will have a better chance to build long-term relationships which can be a benefit to both the nonprofit partner and your company. Long-term partnerships are generally more efficient and more effective than short-term or one-off partnerships because you do not need to cultivate a new partnership every time you want to activate your employees. You also have greater potential to increase a nonprofit’s capacity and effect lasting change if you work together over time.

Understand Your Priorities

Having a clear understanding of community needs, and of your company's motivation for getting involved as well as the resources you bring to the table, are key to embarking on an effective partnership. Of equal importance is being able to articulate what your company is looking for in a potential partner. Being candid with yourself and any prospective partners on your priorities will help ensure a mutually beneficial partnership that is more likely to succeed and thrive long-term. Use the checklist below to reflect on what your company is seeking in a potential partner.
Tool: Potential Partner Checklist

Review the list below and check off the three to five items that are must-haves and the highest priority for your company. Customize the checklist by filling in any top priorities not already reflected. Use your custom checklist to gauge if a potential partner meets your criteria.

☑ Demonstrated knowledge/expertise in a particular issue area or with a specific community/neighborhood that is a priority for my company

☑ Strong reputation for working with the community to meet critical needs

☑ Clear needs that my company is well-positioned to help meet

☑ Experience implementing specific types of volunteer activities that are of interest to my company

☑ Leaders and points of contact that are passionate and candid about the organization’s needs, strengths, and limitations

☑ Goals and values that align with or complement my company’s goals and values

☑ Connections to communities and contacts that are of interest to my company

☑ Capacity to invest in a new partnership

☑ Willingness to collaborate and some degree of flexibility in planning

☐ _________________________________________________

☐ _________________________________________________

☐ _________________________________________________
Look Beyond The Usual Suspects

Some companies feel more comfortable partnering with large, well-resourced organizations with name recognition and visibility. There are benefits to partnering with these organizations—primarily, they are accustomed to working with corporations. These partnerships can feel lower-risk, since the organization may work with peer companies and may be well-positioned to produce solid events, provide good customer service, and offer strong communications support. However, looking beyond those “usual suspects” to build other community relationships has its own opportunities.

While smaller community-based organizations (CBOs) may be harder to find and have less name recognition and experience working with corporate partners, they often work on the front lines of key issues and have strong, firsthand knowledge of the community’s needs. In addition to a wealth of knowledge and experience, they can offer corporate partners the opportunity to meet urgent needs and to see the direct impact of their work. Smaller partners may also be more nimble and willing to pilot a new approach.

In addition, corporate resources and volunteers can potentially serve as true game-changers for smaller organizations. Corporate engagement can help conserve a smaller organization’s resources, increase its capacity, and broaden its name recognition and its impact. The visibility that a small organization may get from a corporate partnership may have inherent value beyond the volunteer support.

Case Study: New York City Football Club

Shortly after New York State shut down in March 2020, New York City Football Club (NYCFC) reached out to NY Common Pantry South Bronx to partner with and support the organization to provide needed relief and food to local Bronx residents. This partnership started as a financial contribution that continued to grow as NYCFC mobilized partners to support NY Common Pantry. NYCFC partners donated beverages and goods and raised funds from employees that were matched with a 2:1 match donation. Beyond the initial financial support, the partnership developed to include staff in volunteer opportunities in support of the South Bronx—the community the Club proudly calls home. NYCFC created a resource hub—“Stay Healthy. Stay Home.”—to connect fans, First Team players, and staff to mobilize outreach for NY Common Pantry. The hub includes educational materials for families, workouts from First Team players and coaches, and contributions from Chief Culinary Coach Marcus Samuelsson and Club partners—resources that were and continue to be updated regularly. On the hub, City in the Community (CITC) coaches delivered daily soccer workouts, held weekly mentorship and professional development seminars through virtual classrooms, and hosted a podcast to keep young people healthy, active, and engaged. NYCFC also worked with NY Common Pantry to volunteer over the holidays by handing out holiday meals and Thanksgiving pantry packages. This partnership was specifically the result of NYCFC’s drive to address a need in their community, and resulted in nearly 300 hours of volunteer time from NYCFC staff and 200,000 meals donated to the community.
Go Outside Your Comfort Zone

Understand that in order to have the biggest impact, your company may need to travel outside its comfort zone (both literally and figuratively) to access smaller CBOs—but for the right partnership, it can be very rewarding. This may require research into other communities beyond those in immediate or close proximity.

Take a chance and be open to working with new communities and organizations that you may not have heard of before. Do your due diligence to ensure the potential partners meet your requirements (e.g. charitable tax status, a track record of impact, etc.). Explore multiple potential partner organizations to find one or more that resonate with your company. To pilot a partnership, start with a smaller commitment or project. Be sure to ask the organization what the minimum or recommended project length is to make it worthwhile for them and be sure that you can commit to that.

To find organizations working in the areas of greatest need, consider connecting with local, grassroots organizations and smaller CBOs, which are often run by community leaders and directly-impacted stakeholders. Also, refer to the resources for getting informed listed in Section One of this guide.

If you are responsible for a national or global network of employee volunteers, unify your domestic and/or global offices around the globe through shared principles and focus areas for volunteerism. Remain connected through the priorities your company has identified but on a local level, give each office the freedom and encouragement to identify local partnerships that best address those priorities in each location. Localized partnerships will maximize impact and employee engagement.

Dive Deeper With Existing Partners

If you find an organization that is doing great work and is a strong partner for volunteer activities, stick with them and find ways to expand the relationship, get more deeply involved in their work, and advocate for a budget to support. When there are opportunities to expand your company’s portfolio of activities, consider doing more with existing partners. Changing partners regularly can be taxing for your team and for smaller partner organizations.

Recommend the partner to peer companies and colleagues. For smaller organizations, a referral from a partner can be a really important way to get visibility with and access to other potential corporate partners.

If your company is already engaged in larger national or global partnerships, consider balancing your portfolio of partners with some local community organizations.
Tips for Working with Smaller Organizations:

- Be mindful of the organization’s capacity and needs.
- Be sure your partnership adds value and does not create an additional burden for minimal results.
- Bring ideas and resources to the table for discussion and exploration.
- Know it may take more time to navigate a partnership with a smaller organization but the potential rewards (impact, experience, storytelling) may be worthwhile.
Tool: Draft Pitch/Intro To A Potential Partner (Sample)

Company Name: Company X - IT Firm

If you mapped your assets in Section One, pull from that activity and from your customized Potential Partner Checklist further up in this section to fill in the blanks below and reflect on how you want to approach a potential partner. This is just a starting point. Revise, add, and delete from the template below to make it your own and help clarify your thinking about a potential partnership.

Our company’s volunteerism aims to create opportunities for employees to establish meaningful and enduring connections with community partners while providing support to service projects by helping develop functional and innovative strategies and solutions through skills-based activities. We are able to leverage our expertise in implementing tech-based services and our experience with project oversight and executive leadership as part of a potential partnership. Our priorities for a partnership are transparent communication about values, needs, and demands and adaptability in the face of potential obstacles. We think a partnership with Organization X could be a great fit because despite reductions in staffing and overall capacity, its team has remained committed to working on behalf of our shared communities in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic by effectively assessing its available resources and rescaling its services as needed. Together we can maximize our impact in advancing COVID-19 recovery efforts in our communities by helping to address immediate needs and helping to build up self-reinforcing networks within the communities themselves.
Tool: Draft Pitch/ Intro To A Potential Partner (Template)

Company Name: ______________________

If you mapped your assets in Section One, pull from that activity and from your customized Potential Partner Checklist further up in this section to fill in the blanks below and reflect on how you want to approach a potential partner. This is just a starting point. Revise, add, and delete from the template below to make it your own and help clarify your thinking about a potential partnership.

Our company’s volunteerism aims to ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (impact you’re seeking that aligns with the company’s mission/vision)

while ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (primary motivations for volunteerism)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.

We are able to leverage our ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Section Four: Engage Thoughtfully

Tool:
• First meeting checklist

Key Takeaways:
• Prepare yourself
• Listen with intention
• Lead with transparency
• Adapt and be flexible
• Foster collaboration through open communication

A partnership is more than a transactional agreement. It is a relationship that requires give and take, authentic sharing, listening, learning, and keeping the health of the partnership top of mind as you craft a plan to work together. Remember that how you engage with your nonprofit partner is just as important as the outcomes of your partnership. Always be respectful of your partner’s knowledge, expertise, work, and impact. Just because a corporate partner may choose to invest time and resources in a partnership does not mean the partnership is unbalanced.

Remind your partner that you aim to be equal partners and that you welcome honest and direct communication and input. You may also want to acknowledge the inherent power dynamics in a funder relationship and communicate your understanding that your position as a funder comes with the responsibility to help balance that dynamic through open discussion, equal input, and openness to feedback.

Healthy partnerships can grow to be longer-term and deeper relationships that lead to greater community impact, richer communications and storytelling, and greater efficiency in operations and implementation.

Prepare Yourself

Before meeting with a new potential nonprofit partner, research and learn about the organization’s mission, work, capacity, and how they operate. Take the time to understand the potential partner organization and the communities it serves. Look at its website, search news stories, and explore any studies, articles, or collaborative thought leadership projects that involve the potential partner.

After taking these steps, don’t assume you know all there is to know. Let your potential partner know what you have learned about their work but that there is no better way to learn than by hearing the information directly. Invite your partner to educate you on their clients, communities, and the specific opportunities and challenges they face.
Tool: First Meeting Checklist

Consider visiting your potential partner at their location so you get first-hand experience of their community and work environment.

Ask About:

- The organization’s history, its work and approach, and its immediate and long-term needs
- The community the organization serves and any relevant history, dynamics, or important information
- Staffing, including the structure and organizational capacity, particularly around the execution of volunteer activities
- What has or hasn’t worked before with previous partnerships and how that might inform the way they would like to work with your company
- Volunteer projects that have worked well for the organization in the past and new ideas they may want to explore
- Costs for project coordination and other organizational resources
- Sustainability plan for the project if relevant and/or organization’s capacity to maintain the work completed by volunteers
- Other priorities the organization may have or want to discuss with you

Model the candid and direct communication you expect from your partners and share:

- Your company’s goals and priorities for volunteer engagement
- Organizational core competencies and employee skill sets
- General parameters of how your company approaches volunteer partnerships
- Your willingness to be flexible and listen to the organization’s needs while being upfront about ideas and parameters you may have:
  - Initial ideas around project size, scope, time frame, etc.
  - Your company’s project budget or approach to handling costs associated with volunteer activities
  - Specific requests, limitations, or criteria your company has for this project or initiative
- What resources you bring to the table that go beyond volunteer power
Listen With Intention

Your nonprofit partner has a wealth of knowledge and expertise concerning its community and clients. Your partner also knows what types and modes of engagement will best meet the community’s needs. You may have an idea of how you would like your volunteers to serve, but first, ask your partner what they need and how you can help. Together, you can build a plan for a partnership that will meet both your needs.

Before jumping into a partnership, understand that your nonprofit partner may not have the same ideas, expectations, or context as you. Ask your partner about their expectations of partnership and how they like to work with partners. Listen closely to what they have to say and share your own perspective. Only after engaging in this kind of dialogue will both parties have the information they need to recognize a match.

To be a good partner, you don’t have to say yes to everything a partner suggests. Listen to their perspective and share yours. Open and equal communication is critical to the success of all partnerships regardless of the size or scale.

Tips For Success:

- Always ask the partner what is best for them. Don’t assume.
- Ask if the nonprofit has worked with other companies in the past and what worked and what didn’t about those partnerships.
- Invite them to be candid and open about expectations and reservations so you can respond, share your thoughts, and have a productive discussion.

Lead With Transparency

Transparency is critical for any successful partnership. Sharing motivations and expectations upfront—and questions and concerns along the way—are keys to laying the groundwork for a lasting partnership that adds value for all partners.

This applies to all aspects of the partnership, especially financial needs and support, which can be challenging to discuss openly. A commitment to transparency and open communication is one of the best ways to balance the inherent power dynamics in a funder relationship as it demonstrates your commitment to collaboration as partners.

Get Comfortable Talking About Money

Money can be a difficult topic to navigate, and the dynamics between for-profits and nonprofits can make it even trickier. Transparency about budgets and your approach to funding volunteer initiatives will set the stage for open communication and trust from the start.

First, understand that there is a significant cost to the nonprofit to create and implement volunteer activities (even virtual projects)! Your volunteers will make contributions and help address needs, but there is a great deal of work involved to coordinate high-quality
experiences that have an impact. The costs go beyond materials and supplies needed and extend to staff time to coordinate, plan, execute, communicate, and report on the event. Depending on the project, there may also be costs for technology, refreshments, and other services. Be prepared to initiate conversations to discuss these costs with both your partner and your internal decision-makers. To see an example of the costs borne by organizations that your business may want to assist in subsidizing, see our Organization X: Day of Service Expense Details budget sample in Appendix C.

Because nonprofits often have concerns about discussing funding too early and thereby closing the door on potential partnerships, be proactive and broach this topic early in your conversations. It can be a relief for your potential partner. Additionally, nonprofits, especially ones that may not have as much experience working with businesses, sometimes undervalue their services and may struggle mid-partnership when they realize they’ve overcommitted. If you think this might be the case, flag this early on to ensure your partner is properly resourced to deliver on your partnership agreement. Budgeted costs for nonprofits hosting volunteer projects typically include any direct material costs associated with the project, staff time for coordinating and facilitating the project, costs of background checks/screening for volunteers, and general operating costs.

If you have budget limitations, share those upfront and be prepared to work with your partner to craft a scope of work that is realistic and fair. This will build trust and ensure that you are setting the initiative up for success.

Other Areas For Transparency

Be Clear About:

- Your role and where you sit at your company. Is this your primary role as part of a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) team, or do you represent another area of the company? This will help to set the nonprofit organization’s expectations and help them understand if they’re developing a partnership with an individual, a specific team, or with the company.

- Whether you are interested in a one-off engagement or are looking to develop a longer-term partnership. This may impact how much time and energy the organization is willing and able to invest in your event and/or partnership.

- Your motivations. In addition to helping the community, what are your priorities as a company for this partnership? Do you hope for media attention or increased local visibility? Do you expect senior leaders to be present and need the organization to offer more custom support?

- What you can and can’t commit to doing to support the event and/or partnership. Do not make promises that you can’t keep and invite the organization to have the same level of candor with you.

- Your expectation for giving and receiving feedback to/from your partner so you can continue to evolve the partnership.
**Tips For Success:**

- Put all of your cards on the table: be open about your company’s approach to budgeting for volunteer engagement and ask your partner for a candid account of the resources it will take on their end.

- Consider additional resources, beyond dollars and volunteering, to complement your financial support (e.g. technology, product donations, space, comms/PR support, etc.).

- When possible, consider making an unrestricted gift to your partner, beyond the cost of the project, to support and further their work.

**Adapt And Be Flexible**

While it is helpful for both parties to approach the first conversation with a sense of what they seek from a partnership, remaining open and flexible helps to develop a relationship that works well for all parties and results in maximum impact on the community.

Explore your partner’s needs and ideas. Frame any specific asks as requests and ask what is realistic for the potential partner organization. If the potential partner hesitates in responding, explore and see if there is anything you can do to make your ask more feasible. Be both prepared and receptive to having your request declined. You don’t want a reluctant partner who can’t deliver on your asks. You want a vocal partner who will work with you and align on what is possible and what isn’t.

Keep in mind that no matter how much planning and coordination you do in advance, every successful partnership needs to be flexible, as unforeseen opportunities and challenges inevitably arise and need to be addressed.

**Tips For Success:**

- **Start Early:** Allow ample time for planning and build in time for delays and unexpected surprises. Discuss schedules and align on a shared timeline early on to account for competing priorities (e.g. galas, fundraisers, board meetings that may stall either side for a period of time).

- **No Means No:** Don’t push if your potential partner seems hesitant about an idea. They probably have a good reason. Ask questions to understand their concerns and explore other potential options that would work well for all.

- **Accommodate Your Partner:** Nonprofits are often stretched for capacity and may not always be able to align with your timeline or vision. If the partner seems like a good fit, however, work with them to adjust timelines and scope to make it work.
Foster Collaboration Through Open Communication

A strong partnership requires ongoing thoughtful dialogue and parties that are willing to engage in a collaborative way. When you take the time to cultivate and steward a partnership, you build the mutual trust and respect each partner needs to reach shared goals more effectively.

Set the Tone: Remember that you are forging a partnership where both parties have something to offer and something to gain. Frame the potential partnership in this way. Use language like “we would like to collaborate to address community needs” or “support your work in our community” as opposed to “we would like to help you” which implies that the benefits only flow in one direction.

Share the Decision Making: Early on, align on how decisions will be made. Ensure the decision-making process considers views from all sides of the partnership. Full consensus may not always be realistic or efficient but identify the decision-makers on both sides and ensure that all important decisions flow through them.

Document the Partnership: Having a document that outlines the basic terms of agreement is an important starting point to any partnership. Once the partner organizations agree upon how they will work together, document the details to ensure both sides are clear on expectations, deliverables, and timelines. To protect all parties, acknowledge that there may be unforeseeable circumstances that require adjustments in the original document/agreement. Note that any proposed changes will be discussed and decided with the consent of all parties. Many organizations create an MOA or MOU (Memorandum of Agreement/Understanding) to ensure clarity and understanding. Don’t limit this practice to framing the partnership alone. Document your plans for an event and who is responsible for what. This will serve you well as a guiding document with assigned accountability for all deliverables.
**Set a Cadence for Staying Connected:** You will want to stay connected throughout the partnership and be in touch regularly to discuss progress, questions, decisions, and opportunities that arise. Checking in regularly also provides an opportunity to ensure everyone is aligned and to surface any concerns or issues that may need to be addressed. While each partner can make themselves available for spontaneous conversations, a regular cadence with consolidated points of contact will help keep the partnership on track and ensure any concerns arise in a timely manner.

**Tips For Success:**

- **Model Open Communication:** Be candid and actively invite your partner’s feedback.

- **Read Signals:** If your partner seems hesitant or doubtful, check in with them to learn what concerns them. Work with your partner to find appropriate solutions.

- **Be Proactive:** Don’t wait for a misunderstanding to happen. Circumstances can change. Proactively check in with your partner at every scheduled conversation to ensure any potential challenges are addressed sooner rather than later.
Section Five: Evaluate And Evolve

Key Takeaways:

- Build evaluation in early
- Be selective about what to measure
- Reflect and evolve

Evaluation is as core a part of any volunteer program, as are the details of the program itself. In addition to offering employees impactful and rewarding volunteer opportunities through carefully forged partnerships, you will need to determine the best ways to measure that impact on employees, your partners, and the communities you serve.

Build Evaluation In Early

As you design your volunteer activity, make a plan with your partner early on to measure the effectiveness of your initiative, both in terms of impact and meeting community needs, and in terms of employee engagement.

It is much easier to build this in when your program launches than try to determine effective ways to measure impact once the program is underway. Evaluation is important for short-term or one-off activities because lessons learned will inform future planning. Evaluation is just as critical for longer-term partnerships or commitments to ensure continuous improvement of your program and maximum impact in the long run.
Consider the following:

- Create ongoing opportunities for your partner organization and employee volunteers to surface any issues, challenges, concerns, or suggestions. This could include things like:

  1. A partner questionnaire to track your performance as a partner. While you hope your partners will feel comfortable discussing concerns directly with you, a survey provides one more avenue for feedback that may deliver helpful insights you haven’t yet received.

  2. A brief employee survey to capture feedback on the volunteer activity and the experience leading up to it to see if there are any gaps you can address for future events.

- Align on a cadence for reporting and what type of information you want to receive from your partner. Think about data and anecdotes to facilitate external storytelling for both your company and your partner organization.

- Determine how you will measure the success of your partnership and volunteer activities. Align with internal stakeholders to ensure you can capture, evaluate, and report metrics to gauge your success.

**Be Selective About What To Measure**

Measurement and evaluation are significant undertakings that need to be well planned and properly resourced. Most methods of evaluation require an investment of time from program managers, volunteers, and your partner organization, so be selective about what you measure. Keep it simple, especially at the start.

Think about the questions you will want to answer to evaluate program outcomes and impact. What will your program managers and other key stakeholders want to know? Frame evaluation questions that will gather those answers.

A combination of quantitative and qualitative metrics will provide both data points and stories to complement each other and convey a sense of accomplishment. Prioritize which are the most important to your company and your partner organization and determine how best to measure.
Reflect And Evolve

Collecting data is only the first part of evaluation. The next piece—reflection—is critical to mine the data to improve your program and its impact. After you’ve measured your volunteers’ impact, and the experiences of all those involved, you can begin to use that information to evaluate what can be improved or changed going forward.

Build internal conversations with key stakeholders and reflection sessions with your partner organization into your annual calendar to review data and feedback and to consider changes you might want to make to ensure both the program and your partnership(s) are effective, efficient, and deliver value to all key stakeholders.
Conclusion

We trust this toolkit has served you well and will continue to be a valued resource. Whether you use the guide in its entirety or focus on the sections that address your company’s particular needs, we hope that the tools and resources provided help your business meet its goals for volunteer engagement while making a real difference in the community.

We hope this guide helps you create meaningful and authentic relationships with community organizations and nonprofits in New York City. We truly believe that the greatest impact can be achieved by working in collaboration with our community partners, who know firsthand their neighborhoods’ greatest needs and challenges as well as their greatest assets and strengths. We encourage you to approach with curiosity and a willingness to listen. We know that by building relationships and establishing deep trust with your community partners, together you will find ways to address critical needs in our city and make a lasting impact.

NYC Service’s mission is to deepen and expand civic engagement through volunteer and service programs to create sustainable change for our city’s greatest needs. This toolkit is just one of the resources we offer to support our business network in effectively engaging with nonprofits and community organizations to strengthen our city.

We thank you for your unwavering commitment and dedication to serving our communities. The partnerships and talents of our corporate neighbors are critical to lifting up our city, supporting our communities, and building a vibrant and just city where all New Yorkers can thrive.
Appendix A

Best Practices For A Volunteer Event

Tool:

- Sample day-of checklist

Key Takeaways:

- Prepare your volunteers
- Continue thoughtful engagement

Prepare Your Volunteers

Once you have decided on the employee volunteer components of your partnership and identified your volunteers, it is important to communicate with the employee volunteers to prepare them for the experience.

To enrich your volunteers’ experience at the event, provide your volunteers with some context on your nonprofit partner, the community need(s) they will address, why this activity is meaningful to the company, and what you hope to achieve through this and other similar activities. Leverage the organization’s website and/or videos of their work as resources for employees to watch before event day, and take care to avoid painting the community or groups you are working with through a deficit lens.

Consider asking your partner organization whether an employee training in advance of the project might be relevant or useful based on the activity—they can often present information about the need and also honor the assets and strengths the community holds. If needed, work with your partner to build the content and format. If the project will involve client contact, ensure employees are aware of what to expect and how to prepare.

If your project requires a bit of travel to a community or neighborhood that is a distance from your office, take the following steps to keep your employees engaged:

- Share how this event presents a unique opportunity for employee volunteers to make a meaningful difference on a critical issue facing this neighborhood.
- Arrange group meeting points or alternative transportation, and consider reimbursing for travel to make the trip easy for employees.
- Charter buses and use the time en route as a culture or team-building opportunity.
- Explore adding virtual volunteer activities to support partners in harder to reach communities, provided that aligns with your nonprofit partner’s needs and capacity.
The day before the event, send a reminder email to all volunteers. This email should include logistics, schedule for the day, weather forecast and a rain plan (if needed), what to wear, what to bring (water bottles, rain gear, gloves, etc.), and what will be provided (lunch, sunscreen, work gloves, etc.), so everyone can prepare themselves for a great day. Ensure employees know how to reach out to you with any last-minute questions they may have.

**Continue Thoughtful Engagement**

Good corporate partners establish strong partnership practices in the introductory and planning phases for a volunteer event. Great partners, however, stay respectful and thoughtful and maintain a can-do attitude during the height of activity and amid any last-minute challenges that happen on the day of the event.

**Stick to the Plan:** Respect the agreements made with your partner during the planning phase and stay in frequent communication. Keep in mind that your partner will have prepared for the number of volunteers you said you would deliver, in terms of COVID safety, supplies, staffing, client participation, and budget. Sometimes, circumstances arise that force a change of plans. If that happens, give your partner as much notice as possible. Understand that if you don’t fulfill your stated commitment to the nonprofit, you should discuss alternatives with the partner and explore a follow-up event or other plan to complete the work your volunteers had planned to do.

**Don’t Steal the Spotlight:** At the event, minimize speeches from your senior leaders about your company’s priorities and let your partner organization showcase its work and engage the volunteers in their cause. Prepare senior leaders in advance and share with them the plan for the day. If you expect press at your event, ensure that the nonprofit has agreed to the plan and that the press elements do not become the focus of the activity and distract the volunteers or drain the nonprofit’s staffing resources.

**Plan Ahead and Respect Guidelines:** In advance of the event, confirm media guidelines with your partner. Ask whether it is okay to take and use pre- and post-event photos, particularly if clients/minors are in the shot. Ensure all volunteers and/or anyone who appears in a photo has signed a waiver. Talk with the partner organization about how they want to be positioned in social media and, if appropriate, share a template with employees to ensure respectful posting, particularly if the project serves a vulnerable population.

**Be Gracious:** Check in with your partner throughout the event and be willing to help if and when needed. If something goes awry, don’t place blame—work with the partner to resolve the situation in the best way possible. If necessary, be candid with employee volunteers to say you’ve encountered a challenge or delay and you appreciate their patience and understanding. At the end of the event, thank your partner, any clients or community members, and your volunteers for everyone’s participation. If you are taking professional photos, offer to share all photos with the organization to fuel your partner’s storytelling.
Tool: Sample Day-Of Checklist (For In-Person, Traditional Activities)

- Arrive early to help partner with any last-minute set up and to verify that all materials are ready and tasks are prepped.
  - Bring extras of things like photo waivers or other necessary documents that were sent in advance.
- Set up a station with water, sunblock, refreshments, etc.
- As part of welcoming volunteers, have the nonprofit organization talk about the mission of the organization and how this project will support that mission, along with a brief overview of the schedule and tasks for the day.
- Help to motivate and manage volunteers; be informed about project details so you can help answer questions.
- At the midway point, check-in on progress so you can help to steer volunteers to priority tasks so critical ones get completed.
- Capture the day with photos and videos.
  - If your company has a photo or media waiver, be sure to comply with anyone who has declined to sign.
  - Coordinate with your partner organization on any photos of nonprofit staff or clients.
- Record any available impact statistics that you may want to report.
- Consider ending the day with a reflection depending on group size (e.g. anything that surprised volunteers or what they enjoyed most).
- Thank volunteers and thank your nonprofit partner. If your nonprofit partner is able to, ask them to share the impact of the work completed so volunteers understand the value of their service.
- Post-event:
  - Schedule time to debrief with your partner organization and reflect on what went well and what you may want to adjust for future projects.
  - Send a thank you email to all volunteers who participated, consider attaching a photo or recapping the impact of the event.
Set Volunteer Engagement Up For Success

Key Takeaways

- Foster a culture that supports volunteerism
- Put supports in place

Foster A Culture That Supports Volunteerism

While exploring partnerships and opportunities around employee volunteerism, you may find opportunities to reflect on and evolve your company culture to better support these activities and foster a culture that supports community engagement. Below are some ideas to get you started:

Ensure Leaders Lead by Example: Internal alignment is more than having senior leaders agree to an idea. They must agree to lead by example, to show up at service events, and work hard. If leaders participate, it’s easier to make a case for others to get involved as well.

Reward and Recognize Employees Who Volunteer: Celebrate employees who volunteer and particularly those who take on a leadership role and embody the spirit of your company’s volunteer initiatives. Recognize them at company meetings and have your senior leaders share their stories with all employees.

Highlight Volunteerism Internally and Externally: An important way to know if a company values something is to see them talking about it. Even before an employee comes on board, they can see that your company values community engagement if it’s represented in recruitment materials and again during onboarding. Consider including a reference to volunteerism or a commitment to the community as part of the company’s values statement. Find ways to spotlight volunteerism and share stories, photos and impact from service events on internal and external channels so employees see that volunteering is strongly encouraged and celebrated.

Offer Incentives for Volunteer Team Leaders: Offer swag, training and leadership development opportunities, and visibility and access to senior leaders. Give leaders some ownership (with clear guidelines) on selecting projects and partner organizations. Let their managers know how this experience is helping to build their leadership and project management skills.

Collaborate with Internal Stakeholders: Partner up with other internal teams to leverage volunteerism to meet a range of internal goals. Collaborate with human resources/talent development to explore incorporating volunteerism into leadership development initiatives and promoting to managers as a tool for employee skill development. Work with internal Employee Resource Groups to understand or identify social impact goals and promote opportunities to their networks. Promote the team-building benefits of volunteerism to department heads and team leads to consider when programming offsites and retreats.

Align Volunteer Activities to the Business: Build relationships with internal stakeholders to understand the unique skills and resources your employees possess that might be relevant to community partners. Finding a volunteer activity that taps into the unique skills of your people could be very exciting to highlight both internally and externally.
to customers and other stakeholders, giving it more visibility and credibility with senior leaders and employees.

**Put Supports In Place**
Offering tangible support for employees and nonprofit partners can demonstrate a real commitment to volunteerism and the community, and encourage more engagement from employees. Many of these are also considered attractive benefits from a recruitment and retention standpoint so consider teaming up with your Human Resources colleagues to advocate for some of these benefits together. There is a broad range of ideas and programs to consider and explore, below is a short list of some of the most common programs often seen at companies that encourage volunteerism.

**Matching Gift:** Match employees’ personal contributions to eligible nonprofit organizations (typically up to a certain dollar amount annually; organization guidelines vary by company).

**Dollars for Doers:** Match employee volunteer time with monetary donations to partner organizations. These programs can be for personal/individual volunteer activities as well as team activities where a group of employees decide to volunteer together. Dollar amounts typically correlate to the amount of time volunteered or employees are required to meet a minimum number of hours in order to qualify for a flat grant.

**Paid Time Off to Volunteer:** Offer employees paid time off (separate from vacation and sick days) to volunteer with eligible organizations. Manager approval usually required; amount of time varies by company and ranges from eight to 40 hours per year.

**Board Service Training/Matching:** Offer training for employees interested in exploring nonprofit board service as an individual volunteer activity. Board service is a great way to build capacity and make a difference through volunteerism but employees are often not aware of the responsibilities and personal/professional benefits of board service. Some companies also offer a matching service for employees to help them find a nonprofit board that is a good fit for their skills and interests. Be aware that board service often requires a personal financial commitment so communicate with employees clearly if your company is only facilitating training and/or matching but not committing to cover employees’ charitable contributions (beyond what would qualify through Matching Gift or Dollars for Doers).

**Helpful Links**

**Volunteer Program 101**

- [Basic Range of Volunteer Activities](#)
- [Checklist: Best Practices for Engaging Employees in Volunteerism](#)
- [Checklist: Best Practices for Virtual Volunteerism](#)
Appendix B

Strive For Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, And Accessibility (DEIA) In Partnerships

Incorporating DEIA Into Your Employee Volunteer Engagement Strategy

Understanding and adopting diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility principles into your volunteer programs not only supports the growth and sustainability of your programs while mitigating risks but also ensures that your volunteer efforts will support CBOs in their own equitable and inclusive programming. This vocabulary and framework give you a lens through which you can examine your individual, group, and institution’s current practices and build on actions that foster respect, dignity, care, and equitable treatment for your employee volunteers and the communities they serve, in addition to ensuring your employee volunteer programs are sustainable, scalable, and low-risk. Challenging yourself and the organizations you partner with to maintain a high standard of DEIA values will go a long way in creating lasting, mutually beneficial relationships.

Establishing Baseline Language

DEIA stands for diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility. The following definitions have been adapted by NYC Service & Nonprofit Coordinated Committee of New York from the D5 Coalition, a group dedicated to advancing DEIA in philanthropy.
**Diversity:** The word “diversity” can mean different things to different people. We’ve defined it broadly to encompass the demographic mix of a specific collection of people, taking into account elements of human difference, but focusing particularly on:

- Race
- Ethnicity
- Gender
- Sexuality
- Ability
- Age

**Equity:** The promotion of justice, impartiality, and fairness within the procedures, processes, and distribution of resources by institutions or systems. Tackling equity issues requires an understanding of the underlying or root causes of outcome disparities within our society.

**Inclusion:** The degree to which diverse individuals are able to participate fully in the decision-making processes within an organization or group. While a truly “inclusive” group is necessarily diverse, a “diverse” group may or may not be “inclusive.”

**Accessibility:** The degree to which an environment, service, product, or program eliminates barriers to participation for diverse and underrepresented groups.

While the definitions of diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility employed by an organization may differ based on a variety of factors, it is important to keep these concepts front of mind when it comes to assessing which partnerships to pursue.

**Important Foundational Frameworks**

Once you have the vocabulary necessary to frame your understanding and discussions of DEIA, you have the opportunity to work with your Senior Leadership and staff to understand how DEIA factors into larger systemic concepts and behaviors, and orient around those. Weaving these frameworks into your engagement with your employee volunteers, and into their engagement with your partner organizations and the residents they’ll serve together, will ensure that your volunteer efforts are not undermined by a lack of partnership retention, longevity, or meaningful impact.

**Structural Racism**

A system in which public policies, institutional practices, cultural representations, and other norms work in various, often reinforcing ways to perpetuate racial inequity. It identifies dimensions of our history and culture that have allowed privileges associated with “whiteness” and disadvantages associated with “color” to endure and adapt over time. Structural racism is not something that a few people or institutions choose to practice. Instead, it is and has been a feature of the social, economic, and political systems in which we all exist.
**Institutional Bias**

Everyone experiences *cultural conditioning* that teaches us what our society deems acceptable or unacceptable and therefore informs our behavior. In and of itself, cultural conditioning is not right or wrong, but over the course of our lives we pick up *biases* that cause blank spots in our judgement. Some biases are explicit or conscious, or require conscious reinforcement. However, most biases are implicit or unconscious, and require more effort to correct because we’re usually not even aware that we have them.\(^{11}\) Bias becomes institutional when the procedures or practices of particular institutions operate in ways that result in certain social groups experiencing advantage or favoritism while others experience disadvantage or devaluation.\(^{12}\)

**Remember:** Implicit biases take a long time to unlearn, and nobody is asking for perfection overnight! Your leadership or employee volunteers may make assumptions about the organizations you are partnering with and/or the clients they serve, or those organizations may make assumptions about you. When that happens, it’s crucial that the time is taken to examine initial reactions and correct them before they can become biased action steps.

**Navigating Disagreement/Conflict**

Anywhere where human difference exists there will be the possibility for either disagreement or conflict. You can make every effort to authentically get to know your community partner and their needs, have a great relationship with your partner organization(s), and rockstar employee volunteers, yet a misunderstanding can still occur. Approach such situations with a growth mindset—assume positive intent and believe situations can be addressed and resolutions are possible. Being proactive in addressing anything that comes up and open to feedback ensures that the service you are providing an organization and/or its clients is beneficial at all steps. Foster trust between you and your partner(s) so that if a project ends up being difficult or detrimental to the organization, they feel comfortable voicing that with your team to change course.
**Intersectionality**

Lawyer and scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw coined intersectionality to describe how individuals and groups can experience many institutional forces at one time on the basis of their race, gender, class, sexuality, and more. For example, a Black woman experiences both anti-Black racism and misogyny, and that intersection (sometimes called misogynoir) makes her lived experience unique. Acknowledging the subtleties that create the diversity of human experience will make your organization more flexible when it comes to dealing with challenges, and will allow you to integrate these DEIA frameworks into your program more effectively.

Unlearning habits and assumptions that have been conditioned into us takes time and continued re-assessment and reinforcement. Take the time to understand your partners and the communities they serve. Ask questions and be open to learning as you go. Keep the following in mind:

- Elevate diverse perspectives
- Foster an inclusive environment
- Embrace an equity-centered approach

Awareness of how systemic inequities have affected our society and those in our organization can help us to avoid blind spots which may lead to flawed strategies. It also creates opportunities to deepen an agency’s equity focus by addressing areas where structural inequities exist—thereby helping to advance the organization’s impact, relevance, and the overall public good.

**Adopting DEIA Frameworks Into Your Employee Volunteer Engagement (EVE) Program**

Once you understand and have established the framework above, integrating DEIA into your EVE program requires embedding it at two distinct points: 1) when building out your EVE program’s structure and strategy and 2) immediately before and during volunteer projects. Below are some ways to begin embedding DEIA into your organization’s practices and policies at each of these junctures:

1. **Building Out DEIA-Focused Structure and Strategy**

   Creating a DEIA-focused EVE program doesn’t happen overnight. See below for some suggestions on helpful pre-work that will help streamline your planning process.

   **Make DEIA an institutional priority:** While this resource is focused on building successful employee volunteer programming, in order to successfully integrate DEIA as a priority of these programs, it must be an institutional priority at your company. Engage your leadership in understanding and prioritizing education of the DEIA
framework with your employees. If you establish DEIA as a priority, you can compare your own values and goals with those of your organizational partners to not only create deeper and more meaningful relationships but also guarantee your action plan’s impact.

**Create a guiding statement, goals, and an action plan:** Your guiding statement should be a set of principles understood and followed by everyone who participates in your EVE program. This is also a great opportunity for you to set specific goals to achieve increased diversity and inclusion in your volunteer program and plan out the steps you will take to achieve your goals. This will help provide accountability for your company and ensure appropriate, dedicated resources are allocated towards DEIA initiatives.

**Set expectations with employee volunteers:** Prior to executing any volunteer events, each of your employee volunteers should be very familiar with your company’s DEIA values and how those fit into your employee volunteer program’s guiding statement, goals, and action plan(s). They should be modeling these values throughout any volunteer events they attend. Work to educate everyone within your organization about the importance of respectfully serving folks of diverse backgrounds and experiences, along with why it is a priority. An effective way to present this information could be in an orientation, just be cognizant that many CBOs’ volunteer programs will also have event or organization-specific orientations that they will have your employee volunteers to attend.

**Build on your community engagement:** Expand networks through intentional outreach and participation in communities you want to impact (e.g., site visits, volunteering and being involved in communities served); ask for and act on input from the communities you serve. You can also seek guidance from your employee volunteers to recruit from their networks and communities, and in that way build upon the good work your employees are already doing in their communities.

**Treat nonprofits as partners:** Encourage greater responsiveness among nonprofits to DEIA issues and work with them as partners; i.e., set the expectation that DEIA is a priority and provide resources for it, such as capacity building around DEIA issues and tools; build learning relationships with nonprofit partners to strengthen your company’s connections to and understanding of the work they do.

2. **Before and During Volunteer Events**

So you’ve done your homework and not only have you integrated DEIA into your employee volunteer program’s foundation and planning, but you are also getting ready to attend a volunteer event with a nonprofit partner. What might you want to consider ahead of the big day?

**Make volunteering accessible:** Dive into understanding your volunteer recruitment and screening practices to identify and solve for barriers that exist to people volunteering (i.e. those relating to technology, geography, and/or volunteers’ socioeconomic conditions). For example: providing **car vouchers and/or transportation** to make it easier or more desirable for your volunteers to participate.
in volunteer activities in communities disconnected from public transportation. Be sure that volunteer opportunities are available to ALL of your staff, from your company’s senior leadership through your mailroom staff, and that they are encouraged to take advantage of these opportunities.

**Ensure you have provided a safe, inclusive, and welcoming environment for volunteers from underserved and underrepresented groups:** Create a code of conduct that specifically addresses all forms of harassment and racism, including clear reporting protocols for volunteers (including anonymous options) and clear expectations. Prioritize inclusivity by being considerate in the way you communicate with intended communities. This includes the type of language used and avoiding industry-specific jargon that can be exclusionary as well as utilizing visual references when possible. You may also want to lean on your relationships with community leaders, who can serve as a resource and may be willing to review your business’ communications to ensure they are effective and well-received.

**Follow up and welcome feedback:** Be in communication with your nonprofit partner(s) about the volunteer event. Proactively set up follow-up meetings with their volunteer manager or other staff to debrief and be open about any feedback they may have to offer you. This can serve two very important purposes: 1) it demonstrates to your partner that you are invested in their mission and contributing to good in your community and 2) it leaves your own program open to growth and will improve planning for future engagement events. Not only that, but collecting information from the partner about impact from the volunteer day can also be uplifting for your staff and encourage them to participate enthusiastically in future volunteer opportunities.

**Remember this takes time!** There is no one size fits all solution—you must work collaboratively to see which of these strategies work best for your company.
## Appendix C

### Organization X: Sample Day of Service Expense Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expense Description</th>
<th>Estimated</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Site Expenses</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room and hall fees</td>
<td>$500.00</td>
<td>$450.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site staff</td>
<td>$1,200.00</td>
<td>$1,200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>$2,000.00+</td>
<td>$1,950.00+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refreshments</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
<td>$220.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drinks</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>$300.00</td>
<td>$300.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Publicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graphics work</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photocopying/printing</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>$170.00</td>
<td>$170.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Miscellaneous</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationary supplies</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificates/prizes</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning &amp; Management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project design and planning (35 staff hours)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site supervision (7 staff hours)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subtotal</strong></td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total (Minimum)</strong></td>
<td>$2,540.00+</td>
<td>$2,490.00+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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